## PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES
- Administration
- Clinical
- Literacy
- Counseling
- Library
- Other
- Preparation
- Reading
- Resource
- School performances
- Special needs
- Supervision - Distance Learning
- Supervision - 15G/15M
- Supervision - General
- Supervision - Gifted
- Supervision - Work Experience
- Team Leader
- Travel

## SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
- Kindergarten
- Arts
- Music
- Drama
- Entrepreneurship
- Keyboarding
- Business
- Accounting
- Accounting Principles
- Accounting Systems
- Automated Office
- Economics
- Futures in Business
- Keyboarding
- Law
- Management
- Marketing
- Promotions
- Relations in Business
- Retailing
- Seminar in Business
- Short Hand
- Vision & Ventures
- Art
- Dramatic Arts
- Music

## CAREER DEVELOPMENT
- Life/Work Building
- Life/Work Exploration
- Life/Work Planning
- Life/Work Transition

## COMPUTER
- 3D Modeling
- Animation
- Applying Info & Communication Technology, I
- Applying Info & Communication Technology, II
- Broadcast Media
- Computer Science
- Data Collection & Analysis
- Desktop Publishing
- Digital Film Making
- Digital Pictures
- Interactive Websites
- Keyboarding
- Print Communications
- Relational Databases
- Web Design

## ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
- EAL for Academic Success
- ELA - Comprehensive Focus
- ELA - Language & Technical Communication
- ELA - Language & Literary Forms
- ELA - Language & Transactional Forms
- ELA - Literary Focus
- ELA - Transactional Focus
- English Language Arts
- Literacy, Academics, and Language

## BASIC FRENCH
- Early Start French
- French: 9-Year Program
- Intensive Basic French

## LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH OR FRENCH
- American Sign Language
- Chinese
- Chinese: 3-Year Programs
- Chinese: 4-Year Programs
- German
- Hebrew
- Filipino
- German: 4-Year Program
- German: 10-Year Program
- Greek
- Greek: 4-Year Program
---MATURE STUDENT DIPLOMA
9964 ABE/LITERACY (MATURE STUDENT DIPLOMA) NA

---OUT-OF-PROVINCE, IN-PROVINCE, & CADET CREDITS
9982 CADETS 11G 21G
9990 IN-PROVINCE CREDITS NA
0691 OUT-OF-PROVINCE CREDITS NA

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE - SENIOR YEARS

---BASIC FRENCH (FRANÇAIS DE BASE)
0414 FRENCH AB INITIO IB 32S 42S
0413 FRENCH IB HL 32S 42S
0412 FRENCH IB SL 32S 42S

---ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
0017 ENGLISH IB HL 32S 42S
0016 ENGLISH IB SL 32S 42S

---FRANÇAIS (IMMERSION)
0415 FRANÇAIS IB HL 32S 42S
0416 FRANÇAIS IB SL 32S 42S

---HISTORY
0192 HISTORY IB HL (AMERICAN) 42S
0193 HISTORY IB HL (EUROPEAN) 42S
0191 HISTORY IB SL 32S 42S

---MATHEMATICS
0091 MATHEMATICAL METHODS IB 32S 42S
0090 MATHEMATICS IB HL 32S 42S
0089 MATHEMATICS IB SL 32S 42S

---OTHER
0215 ART DESIGN IB HL 32S 42S
0212 ART DESIGN IB SL 32S 42S
0278 COMPUTER SCIENCE IB HL 32S 42S
0279 COMPUTER SCIENCE IB SL 32S 42S
0370 CREATIVE ACTION/SERVICES IB 32S 42S
0351 ECONOMICS IB HL 32S 42S
0350 ECONOMICS IB SL 32S 42S
0374 INFO. TECH. IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY IB HL 32S 42S
0373 INFO. TECH. IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY IB SL 32S 42S
0375 JAPANESE AB INITIO IB 32S 42S
3960 MUSIC IB HL 32S 42S
3957 MUSIC IB SL 32S 42S
0378 SPANISH AB INITIO IB 32S 42S
0377 THEATRE ARTS IB HL 32S 42S
0376 THEATRE ARTS IB SL 32S 42S
0371 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE IB 32S 42S

---SCIENCE
0184 BIOLOGY IB HL 32S 42S
0183 BIOLOGY IB SL 32S 42S
0186 CHEMISTRY IB HL 32S 42S
0185 CHEMISTRY IB SL 32S 42S
0188 PHYSICS IB HL 32S 42S
0187 PHYSICS IB SL 32S 42S

ADVANCED PLACEMENT - SENIOR YEARS

---ART
0206 HISTORY OF ART AP 42S
0216 STUDIO ART: DRAWING PORTFOLIO AP 32S 42S
0205 STUDIO ART: GENERAL PORTFOLIO AP 32S 42S

---BASIC FRENCH (FRANÇAIS DE BASE)
0410 FRENCH LANGUAGE AP 32S 42S
0411 FRENCH LITERATURE AP 32S 42S

---COMPUTER
0290 COMPUTER SCIENCE A - AP 32S 42S
0291 COMPUTER SCIENCE AB - AP 32S 42S

---ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
0014 ENGLISH: LANGUAGE & COMPOSITION AP 32S 42S
0015 ENGLISH: LITERATURE & COMPOSITION AP 32S 42S

---HISTORY
0048 HISTORY: EUROPEAN AP 42S
0047 HISTORY: UNITED STATES AP 42S

---LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH OR FRENCH
1033 GERMAN AP 32S 42S
1034 SPANISH AP 32S 42S

SPECIAL COURSE CREDITS

---ARTS SECONDARY LEVEL
9322 PRIVATE MUSIC OPTION 12G 22G 32S 42S
9361 ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET 12G 22G 32S 42S

---INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMMING - SENIOR YEARS
9900 INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMMING-SENIOR YRS. 11I 21I 31I 41I 51I 61I 71I
9965 SCIENCE: PHYSICS/CHM/BIOLOGY - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G
9933 SOCIAL SCIENCES - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G
9939 SOCIAL STUDIES - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G
9959 SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORIES - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G
9954 VIDEO PRODUCTION - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G
4947 WOMEN'S STUDIES - SIC 11G 21G 31G 41G

--- STUDENT-INITIATED PROJECTS (SIP) - SENIOR YEARS
8956 ARTS: DANCE - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8957 ARTS: DRAMA - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8958 ARTS: MUSICAL THEATRE - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8959 ARTS: VISUAL - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8963 BASIC FRENCH - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8969 BUSINESS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8909 CANADIAN STUDIES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8922 CAREER EDUCATION - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8977 COMMUNITY SERVICE - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8907 COMMUNITY STUDIES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8908 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8944 COMPUTER GRAPHICS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8945 COMPUTER HYPERTEXT/MULTIMEDIA - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8946 COMPUTER PROG/PROBLEM SOLVING - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8949 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8910 CRAFTS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8979 CULTURAL EXPLORATION - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8915 ENGLISH SECOND LANGUAGE - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
4580 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 11G 21G 31G 41G
8918 EUROPEAN STUDIES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8919 JOURNALISM - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8921 LANG OTHER THAN ENG OR FRENCH-SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8920 LANGUAGE ARTS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8902 LAW - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8924 LIBRARY - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8925 LIFE SKILLS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8926 MATHEMATICS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8927 MEDIA - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8950 FRANÇAIS EN ÉCOLE FRANCO-MAN. - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8951 FRANÇAIS IMMERSION - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8918 HEALTHCARE - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8919 JOURNALISM - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8921 LANG OTHER THAN ENG OR FRENCH-SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8920 LANGUAGE ARTS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8902 LAW - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8924 LIBRARY - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8925 LIFE SKILLS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8926 MATHEMATICS - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8927 MEDIA - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8933 SOCIAL SCIENCES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8939 SOCIAL STUDIES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G
8941 WOMEN'S STUDIES - SIP 11G 21G 31G 41G

OUT-OF-PROV. DISTANCE LEARNING
--- OPTIONAL PRINT AND ONLINE
1522 ABORIGINAL STUDIES 12G 22G 32G 42S
1513 BUSINESS EDUCATION 12G 22G 32G 42S
1514 CAREER EDUCATION 12G 22G 32G 42S
1515 COMPUTER SCIENCE 12G 22G 32S 42S
1516 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 12G 22G 32S 42S
1517 FRENCH 12G 22G 32S 42S
1518 HEALTHCARE 12G 22G 32S 42S
1519 JOURNALISM/MEDIA 12G 22G 32S 42S
1520 LANGUAGES (OTHER THAN ENGL/FRENCH) 12G 22G 32S 42S
1532 LAW 12G 22G 32S 42S
1521 MATHEMATICS 12G 22G 32S 42S
1523 PHILOSOPHY 12G 22G 32S 42S
1524 PSYCHOLOGY 12G 22G 32S 42S
1525 RELIGION 12G 22G 32S 42S
1527 SOCIAL STUDIES 12G 22G 32S 42S
1528 SOCIOLOGY 12G 22G 32S 42S
1530 THE ARTS 12G 22G 32S 42S